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light swaying against the dark water, days in the
Accademia, learning something of painting, feeling
more and more deeply for beauty, surrendering more
and more to the incomprehensible mysteries of life, as
the enigmatic smile upon her face shows that Mona Lisa
must have done
I can never forget the Sunday afternoon when I went
into St Mark's The church was crowded, the altar
shone with jewels, the warm air was fragrant with
incense and flowers It was during Evensong that I
went there A hush had settled upon the dim beauty of
the church I could see the bronze doors, the glittering
mosaics, the line of bronze figures across the sanctuary,
through a vagueness of shadows As the people went out
of the church I hid behind a pillar I was alone
The sudden possession of the scene by myself was
one of the most moving experiences I have ever known I
suppose it is a perfect state to be at once intellectually
and emotionally conscious of beauty To be aware of the
proportions, the colours, the simplicity of a building,
and at the same time to be conscious of the majestic
mastery of the architect who made it
The door of St Mark's closed There was no light
save that of the waning sun, diffused and coloured
by the windows Intense emotion turned to fear I ran
to the door and forced it open I turned back once and
looked into the shadows of the church, to the altar, the
bronze doors, the arches of golden mosaics, dim m the
half-light I passed into the square Venice had gathered
there to hear the band playing c'Lohengrin " Here, too,
was stillness, but it was the stillness of life The stillness
of the church had been the stillness of death I walked
across the square down past the Doge's palace, and
stepped into a black gondola The gondolier smiled as
we swept along the Grand Canal to Desdemona's house
England restrains and soothes Italy irradiates the
soul Is this why English gentlemen used to make the
grand tour and linger so long in Italy?

